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     MEMORANDUM  
  

To:  Assembly State and Local Government Committee Members 
 

From:   Nicholas Kikis, VP of Legislative & Regulatory Affairs 
 

Date:  March 4, 2017 
 

Re:  NJAA Support of A-1425 (Johnson) 
 

 
On behalf of the New Jersey Apartment Association (NJAA), whose members provide market-rate and 
affordable rental housing to over a million New Jersey residents, we strongly support A-1425 (Johnson), 
which would modernize the requirements for escrowing performance guarantees under the Municipal 
Land Use Law (MLUL) in an effort to streamline the development process. We ask all committee 
members to vote “YES”  when it comes before you in the Assembly Local Government Committee on 
March 6, 2017.  
 
When developing a new project, the MLUL requires that developers escrow funds to ensure the 
completion of certain types of improvements. A-1425 would adjust the improvements for which a 
municipality can request a performance bond, mostly limiting it to public improvements. Additionally, the 
bill would create a safety and security bond and streamline the temporary certificate of occupancy 
process. These changes, while incremental, would represent a significant improvement for both the 
development community and municipalities.  
 
New Jersey’s decades-old MLUL was written to address concerns prevalent in the 1970s, and reforms are 
needed to make the law better reflect today’s development paradigms. The incremental reforms contained 
in A-1425 will allow municipalities to ensure that public improvements will get done, while at the same 
time, not saddling a developer with needless costs.  
 
New Jersey is in the midst of a housing crisis that can only be met by constructing at least a 100,000 new 
units of affordable housing within the next decade. Removing unnecessary costs from the development 
process will enable multifamily developers to better meet the affordable housing goals of our state.  
 
Accordingly, NJAA supports A-1425 (Johnson) and we encourage all committee members to vote “Yes” 
when it comes before you. Should you have any questions or would like to discuss further, please do not 
hesitate to contact me at 732-992-0605 or at nicholas@njaa.com. 
 
 

The New Jersey Apartment Association represents over 600 multifamily rental housing providers throughout the 
State of New Jersey. We are a statewide organization dedicated to maintaining, improving, and building market-

rate and affordable rental housing that serves one in three New Jersey residents. 
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